Abstract
Bremsstrahlung photons which pass through the collimator strike the experiment target and may induce photonuclear reactions which result in a reaction product being detected. The coincidence between a reaction product and a post-bremsstrahlung electron is a tagged-photon event.
in the PSR which is used to disturb the electrons from the central orbit of the 55 ring lattice in the extraction process. The measure of this intensity variation is 56 the duty factor of the beam [10] . At an operating current of 20 nA, the average 57 rate in a FP channel is approximately 1 MHz; however, the instantaneous rate Compton-scattering data measured at SAL [12, 13] . In order to determine the 62 necessary rate-dependent corrections, Pywell developed a Monte-Carlo simu-63 lation of the tagger setup [14] . This original simulation has been completely 64 overhauled and adapted to the present experimental conditions of the TPF at 65 the MAX IV Laboratory.
66
In this paper, we present a detailed comparison between both dedicated 67 test data and experimental production data obtained using the TPF and the 68 overhauled Monte Carlo, and we demonstrate a clear understanding of the rate-69 dependent effects that we have encountered. There are a total of 63 counters and 62 channels in the focal plane.
Rate-dependent effects

71
The FP detector hodoscope consists of an array of NE110 scintillators ar-72 ranged in two parallel rows of scintillators. The front row nearest the exit win-73 dow of the tagger magnet has 31 elements, while the back row has 32 elements.
74
The relative orientation of the two rows may be varied in order to adjust the 75 overlap between the rows from complete (100%) to 50% (the configuration used 76 for this work). By decreasing the overlap, the recoil-electron energy resolution 77 is increased and consequently the photon-energy resolution is also increased (see and built at SAL -it is these coincidences that define tagger channels. When 87 operated in 50% overlap mode, the length of the hodoscope is 842 mm, and each
88
of the so-defined tagger channels has a physical width of 13 mm. The logical
89
OR of the 62 FP channels is used as a trigger for a recoil-electron event (see the experiment detectors, a candidate tagged-photon event is registered.
92
Two advantages to requiring a coincidence between the front and back rows 93 of scintillators in the FP hodoscope are that the gamma-ray background in the 94 tagger hall is not registered by the tagger, and that the photon-energy resolution High recoil-electron rates can also lead to real electron stops being missed by 112 the leading-edge discriminators (even though they are operated in burst-guard 113 mode) and the overlap coincidence modules due to dead-time effects. They 114 also result in asymmetries in the data acquisition, since the scalers counting 115 the electron signals which are used to normalize the data are much faster than 116 the TDCs which identify tagged-photon events -see Sect. 4.1. And finally, 117 when single-hit TDCs are employed, a random electron may be detected in the 118 FP channel before the actual electron that corresponds to the tagged photon.
119
The result is that the single-hit TDC stops too early, leading to a well-studied 
121
In order to measure the number of stolen coincidences in the data set, a 122 prescaled FP (pFP) trigger is routinely included in the data stream -see Fig. 6 .
123
To form this trigger, a representative logic signal from a single FP channel 124 is passed to a bank of three scalers (uninhibited, bad- coincidences. The appearances of a satellite peak (shown here from channels 140 150 to 165) as well as a flat distribution of events at times greater than the 141 self-timing peak (events ranging from channel 180 to 400 and higher) were a 142 mystery prior to the simulation efforts. In contrast to the Pywell procedure, our simulation addresses all 62 FP channels 148 simultaneously. In an effort to make the simulation as versatile as possible, it 149 was written so that many of the initial conditions are input from separate files 150 rather than being hard-coded. During each ns of the simulation, the FP chan-nels are checked to see if a recoil electron struck the channel. The probability
152
for such an electron event is dependent on the instantaneous electron rate in the
153
FP channel, which in turn depends on the time structure of the electron beam.
154
Both of these parameters are adjustable inputs. inhibit may be adjusted to precisely match the experimental running conditions.
168
Finally, the simulation checks each coincidence in the coincidence modules to 169 see if a corresponding real electron is responsible for generating the coincidence.
170
If no electron was present, then a flag is set which identifies the coincidence 171 output as a ghost event. This flag allows for the analysis of both real and ghost 172 events and leads to the subsequent correction factors for the data.
173
The original code developed at SAL by Pywell was written in fortran.
174
The new simulation was updated to C++ and was compiled with gcc, and 175 the simulation output is written to a root file [17] . The compiled code is 176 run on a 2.66 GHz CPU which takes approximately one hour to simulate the
The individual FP counter rates were not recorded. 4 The corresponding count rate is used to generate a random event using a Poisson distribution.
describing the simulation is shown in Fig. 8 , and a summary of input parameters 179 is presented in Table 1 . Most of the inputs to the simulation listed in Table 1 180 are taken directly from the electronics setup (such as pulse widths) or from the 181 data itself (such as electron rates and tagging efficiency). sent to the FP TDCs and scalers were continuously updating. An output pulse 208 was generated whenever the two input pulses overlapped and was terminated 209 whenever one or both inputs were reset. An overlap of at least 3 ns was neces-210 sary to produce an output pulse. This behavior is asymmetric to the LRS 622 211 coincidence module used to generate the pFP trigger -it produced a fixed out- 5 Note that this ∼3 ns width is comparable to the smallest pulse that can be generated by the coincidence modules, so that the scalers may register even shorter pulses. The fact that a ∼3 ns overlap pulse could generate a pFP trigger and, conse- 6 An array was created representing the accidental spectrum with one entry per ns. The FFT transform function in root was then used to produce P 2 (T ). High-frequency terms deemed unimportant were filtered before taking the square root of P 2 (T ) and performing the inverse FFT.
Relative Instaneous Rate Table 1 . Agreement is excellent, confirming our understanding of the input parameters. 
where p 0 and p 1 are constants, A(t) is the FP TDC spectrum for accidental 285 events (see Eq. 1), and R is the instantaneous rate. Since the spectrum also 286 contains some true coincidences, a Gaussian function centered at t 0 is used to 287 account for these events so as to eliminate any bias they might cause in the 288 fitting procedure. As seen in Fig. 13 , this method accurately fits the data. 
Scaler rates and system deadtime
301
A rate-dependent study of the effects of deadtime in the FP electronics was per-302 formed using a standard 45% duty-factor electron beam to determine the impact on 
20
Prescaled focal-plane trigger
315
It is straightforward to compare the data collected using the pFP trigger to the 316 simulation because the trigger source is one of the FP channels. The number of stolen 317 coincidences in the pFP trigger channel is the ratio of the number of counts in the 318 TDC prompt peak (recall Fig. 7) to the total number of triggers. Since events with 319 an output width of less than 11 ns in the coincidence overlap module do not register a stop in the FP TDCs, it is important to include events to the right of the prompt 321 peak as stolen coincidences since these events were not recorded due to the limitations 322 in the electronics setup. Using data, the stolen coincidences can be determined for the 323 pFP trigger on a run-by-run basis (recall Fig. 7) . The stolen coincidences can also be 324 calculated using the simulation at several recoil-electron rates. A comparison of the 325 two approaches is presented in Fig. 15 . 
Stolen-coincidence correction
327
A method for analytically calculating the stolen coincidences for a nearly contin-328 uous beam is given in Ref. [15] . The stolen-coincidence correction is given by
where R is the electron rate and τ is the time between the start of the TDC and the Table 2 . Agreement is excellent.
339
Another method [16] for determining the stolen-coincidence correction determines 340 the correction from the accidental FP TDC spectrum [16] (see Fig. 16 ). With this 341 approach, the correction factor is given by
where N is the total number of events and Nt<t left is the number of events arriving 343 prior to the coincidence peak (located at t0). The stolen-coincidence correction was 344 calculated for both a simulated accidental FP TDC spectrum and the TDC spectrum 345 of the tagged photons. The results are shown in Table 3 . Agreement is excellent. 
Ghosts correction
347
The correction for the rate-dependent ghost effect differs from the stolen-coincidence 348 correction in that an exact analytical form for the correction does not exist. 
where σM is the measured cross section and σ is the real cross section. The correc- 
Systematic Uncertainties
366
The systematic uncertainties in the ghosts and stolen-coincidence corrections was 367 determined as a function of variations in (1) the FP discriminator pulse width, (2) the 368 time profile of the stretched electron beam leaving the PSR, and (3) the electron rate 369 in the individual FP channels.
370
During the inaugural run periods at the TPF, the FP discriminator pulse widths 371 were typically set to (50±1) ns 7 . In the simulation, the discriminator pulse widths 372 were varied by ±2 ns to see how the corrections were affected. In this case, both the 373 stolen-coincidence and ghosts correction varied by less than 0.5%. reproduce the data. The variation in the stolen-coincidence correction due to these 382 extreme profiles was less than 2%. The variation of the ghosts correction was less than 383 3%.
384
The stolen-coincidence correction depends on the electron rate according to Eq. 3.
385
Further, a rate-independent method to extract the correction is presented in Eq. 
393
A summary of the systematic uncertainties in the stolen-coincidence and ghosts 394 corrections due to simulation parameter variations is presented in Table 5 . 
Carbon elastic scattering cross section for photons
396
As an illustration of the success of our Monte Carlo method for addressing rate- 
401
The open circles show our cross-section data prior to correction for rate-dependent 402 effects, while the filled circles show the same data after correction for rate-dependent 403 effects. The agreement between the two data sets is excellent. A summary of the 404 rate-dependent corrections is presented in Table 6 . 
